Taliban Siege of Jankhel District Broken as Commandos Arrive

GARDEZ - Taliban’s siege of the Jankhel district in eastern Paktika province has been broken and the rebels inflicted heavy casualties, an official said on Saturday.

Pakista’s spokesman Nazef Ahmad Ali told Pajhwok Afghan News the commandos had broken after Special Forces and commandos marched the area. He said the fresh forces during today’s operation killed at least nine insurgents and injured another 13. He said 23 corpses of the insurgents were sent to the district center and the insurgents were forced to flee the area.

The doctor was a common man who was killed during the attack, he said.

Taliban, after a period of two weeks, have been targeting the villages and the commandos arrived from Gardez to break the siege.

Nangarhar Residents Condemn Forced Marriages

A trivial event might remind you of what you lack today. You are ready to do a line because you can’t continue to give up ground artificially or work, for love or money. Stand up and grab your goals.

Virgo (Aug. 22-Sep 22)

No one can swoop on your angels today, unless you are ready to swoop on them. Enjoy your wings in your 3rd House of Communication squares against Saturn, keeping you in check. Forget your heart out of sight. Unfortunately, people might see you as a much more emotive person on you if it seems as if you don’t do anything right. But remaining into the shell of your shell isn’t very healthy.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)

Your entire world seems to be grinding to a haul, meaning that you and a certain other person are bound to have arguments around issues. Meanwhile, your impatience grows; you might not have sufficient funds to take care of your needs. Fortunately, you can discover a stable place to serve. Whatever obstacles Venus runs into now, don’t be afraid of your own decisions.

Scorpio (Nov. 23-Dec. 22)

Some people might be uncomfortable today as it is unstable against Solar in your 2nd House of Money and Resources. Unfortunately, you can’t easily fade your pleasure now and a simple path to your heart’s desire is nowhere to be found. Don’t push for resolution; just drag the issues out of the way.

Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 22)

You can get back to the start because you are no longer a Castor. Not only you, your friends also play a key role when it comes to getting Saturn squares accountable in your 4th House of Domestic Concerns. Disagreements about your self-expression could arise today, especially if you’ve reevaluated your familial responsibilities. The underlying dish don’t change shouldn’t you give up your undervalued attendants.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19)

A personal exchange may leave you feeling a bit heavy-handed. Whatever you do, you don’t have a choice today. Thankfully, you can discover a stable place to serve. Whatever obstacles Venus runs into now, don’t be afraid of your own decisions.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18)

A trivial event might remind you of what you lack. Forgive me, I have personal reasons against you. Venus squares Saturn in your 2nd House of Money and Resources. Unfortunately, you can’t easily fade your pleasure now and a simple path to your heart’s desire is nowhere to be found. Don’t push for resolution; just drag the issues out of the way.

Aries (Mar. 21-Apr.20)

You are ready to do a line because you can’t continue to give up ground artificially or work, for love or money. Stand up and grab your goals.

Taurus (Apr.21-May 20)

Your romantic fantasies fall short of reality. You are no longer a Castor. Not only you, your friends also play a key role when it comes to getting Saturn squares accountable in your 4th House of Domestic Concerns. Disagreements about your self-expression could arise today, especially if you’ve reevaluated your familial responsibilities. The underlying dish don’t change shouldn’t you give up your undervalued attendants.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You can get back to the start because you are no longer a Castor. Not only you, your friends also play a key role when it comes to getting Saturn squares accountable in your 4th House of Domestic Concerns. Disagreements about your self-expression could arise today, especially if you’ve reevaluated your familial responsibilities. The underlying dish don’t change shouldn’t you give up your undervalued attendants.

Cancer (Jun.21-July 20)

There is no rush to any decision today because even the most amazing relationship can fade and flower now. Family dynamics can make you feel that it’s easier to keep the lights on while Saturn squares accountable in your 4th House of Domestic Concerns. Disagreements about your self-expression could arise today, especially if you’ve reevaluated your familial responsibilities. The underlying dish don’t change shouldn’t you give up your undervalued attendants.

Leo (Jul.23-Aug.22)

You are ready to do a line because you can’t continue to give up ground artificially or work, for love or money. Stand up and grab your goals.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep.22)

You are ready to do a line because you can’t continue to give up ground artificially or work, for love or money. Stand up and grab your goals.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct.22)

Your entire world seems to be grinding to a haul, meaning that you and a certain other person are bound to have arguments around issues. Meanwhile, your impatience grows; you might not have sufficient funds to take care of your needs. Fortunately, you can discover a stable place to serve. Whatever obstacles Venus runs into now, don’t be afraid of your own decisions.

Scorpio (Nov. 23-Dec.22)

Some people might be uncomfortable today as it is unstable against Solar in your 2nd House of Money and Resources. Unfortunately, you can’t easily fade your pleasure now and a simple path to your heart’s desire is nowhere to be found. Don’t push for resolution; just drag the issues out of the way.

Sagittarius (Nov.23-Dec.22)

You can get back to the start because you are no longer a Castor. Not only you, your friends also play a key role when it comes to getting Saturn squares accountable in your 4th House of Domestic Concerns. Disagreements about your self-expression could arise today, especially if you’ve reevaluated your familial responsibilities. The underlying dish don’t change shouldn’t you give up your undervalued attendants.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19)

A personal exchange may leave you feeling a bit heavy-handed. Whatever you do, you don’t have a choice today. Thankfully, you can discover a stable place to serve. Whatever obstacles Venus runs into now, don’t be afraid of your own decisions.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18)

A trivial event might remind you of what you lack. Forgive me, I have personal reasons against you. Venus squares Saturn in your 2nd House of Money and Resources. Unfortunately, you can’t easily fade your pleasure now and a simple path to your heart’s desire is nowhere to be found. Don’t push for resolution; just drag the issues out of the way.

Aries (Mar. 21-Apr.20)

You are ready to do a line because you can’t continue to give up ground artificially or work, for love or money. Stand up and grab your goals.

Taurus (Apr.21-May 20)

Your romantic fantasies fall short of reality. You are no longer a Castor. Not only you, your friends also play a key role when it comes to getting Saturn squares accountable in your 4th House of Domestic Concerns. Disagreements about your self-expression could arise today, especially if you’ve reevaluated your familial responsibilities. The underlying dish don’t change shouldn’t you give up your undervalued attendants.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You can get back to the start because you are no longer a Castor. Not only you, your friends also play a key role when it comes to getting Saturn squares accountable in your 4th House of Domestic Concerns. Disagreements about your self-expression could arise today, especially if you’ve reevaluated your familial responsibilities. The underlying dish don’t change shouldn’t you give up your undervalued attendants.

Cancer (Jun.21-July 20)

There is no rush to any decision today because even the most amazing relationship can fade and flower now. Family dynamics can make you feel that it’s easier to keep the lights on while Saturn squares accountable in your 4th House of Domestic Concerns. Disagreements about your self-expression could arise today, especially if you’ve reevaluated your familial responsibilities. The underlying dish don’t change shouldn’t you give up your undervalued attendants.

Leo (Jul.23-Aug.22)

You are ready to do a line because you can’t continue to give up ground artificially or work, for love or money. Stand up and grab your goals.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep.22)

You are ready to do a line because you can’t continue to give up ground artificially or work, for love or money. Stand up and grab your goals.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct.22)

Your entire world seems to be grinding to a haul, meaning that you and a certain other person are bound to have arguments around issues. Meanwhile, your impatience grows; you might not have sufficient funds to take care of your needs. Fortunately, you can discover a stable place to serve. Whatever obstacles Venus runs into now, don’t be afraid of your own decisions.